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“Self-awareness can be crippling.”  
Truisms  
Jenny Holzer  
 
 Wait explores concepts of discomfort and acceptance through the use of the human body, 
glass, and honey. The artwork and this thesis both use personal experience of physical 
insecurities and scholarly investigations into psychology related to unruly bodies. The work and 
research allude to the material qualities of glass such as its malleability, susceptibility, and 
softness to draw a parallel between the materials and the human identity. Parallels between glass 
and body create conversations investigating acceptance of identity and questions ideas about 

















I am fat. I am not a pig, cow, roly-poly, or any other animal. I am no lard-ass, fat-ass, 
blimp, or butterball. I am not curvy. I am not thick. I am not plus sized, oversized, hefty, or 
husky. I am especially not a BBW (big beautiful woman)—an abbreviated version of myself—as 
if me in my entirety is too much to come to terms with, or that such a polite description will 
somehow make me more acceptable. I am not an owner of this limiting language that is 
associated with common understanding of the word fat. To accept these alternatives is an act of 
dismissing who and what I really am. It is a dismissal of identity. I accept that I am fat, but I do 
not accept its limited definition. 
Through the use of glass, my body, and honey, my work explores acknowledgement and 
acceptance of identity by confronting the fallout from limited definitions for the body. 
Specifically, the acceptance of an unruly body—the fat body. By drawing from personal 
experience and scholarly research, I create works that reference psychological and physical 
insecurities that are related to preconceived standards and expectations of weight. Within this 
body of work, I pull from ideas of Self-Discrepancy Theory, psychological writings about how 
we define normality and abnormality, and artists that speak of and about unruly bodies. I 
question what it means to be normal and how striving for normality is detrimental. I highlight 
how damaging this process can be for individuals and society as a whole. These works act as a 
set of tools for creating a sense of self-realization and acceptance within myself. By reflecting on 
ways in which I identify myself through my making process, my work considers how I perceive 






 “You’ve gained weight this month.” “You’re too big.” “You’re still hungry?” Hearing 
these words from my mother at the age of seven made it hard to see myself as anything besides a 
failure. Failure, in fact, is what I was good at. I failed at scoring the correct number on the scale 
at the doctor’s office. As a kid, I saw it as a game. My parents and the doctor would stare at me 
standing on the scale. If I scored too high (meaning I weighed too much) then they would be 
upset with me. It was okay though. I could always play again and do better next time. It was, 
after all, just a game.  
The thing I failed at most though was pleasing other people—I mean, pleasing other 
people aesthetically. I didn’t fully realize this until someone told me I “was fat and looked like a 
cow” while I was eating at my lunch table, glancing back at their friends to see if they were 
laughing. They were. After this, I decided to stop eating lunch at school. Since I had been 
watched while eating, I was afraid of being humiliated again. As a result, I was soon put on a diet 
(the first of many) because of how much I ate at dinner. Nobody knew I had not eaten anything 
since early in the morning. I decided to keep quiet. 
As I grew older I experienced similar interactions from others regarding my weight, 
ranging from dates to chance encounters. There always seemed to be a couple common 
denominators: I noticed that each person would always stare at me before saying a word. I would 
not say anything. 
After moving to New York for graduate school I realized that my weight should have 
never been a problem. After 21 years I finally managed to make friends who didn’t mention my 
weight and simply enjoyed being around me. They genuinely wanted to know me. Most 




Reflecting back on these past experiences, I spent the majority of my life attempting to 
contain myself physically and emotionally. There was a constant attempt at control. I desired to 
go unnoticed, but my physical appearance made me noticeable. I had to cope with people staring 
at me and watching my intake—a gaze. I was viewed as an object, something physical to be 
looked at, rather than a person who possessed thoughts and emotions. I questioned my desire to 
be normal-to conform to a type, standard, or regular pattern and how my body was deviating 
from a norm, role, or principal.1 I consider how Roxanne Gay, an African-American feminist 
writer, speaks towards her past trauma, her body, and how it’s fatness and blackness are 
perceived as abnormal. After reading her novel, Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body, I parallel her 
thoughts on fatness and normality with my own. Her idea of having an unruly body, a body that 
doesn’t fit the mold of what society deems acceptable, vocalized what I was unable to.2 I realized 
that her coined term, “unruly body,” encompasses a range of other individuals who feel they do 
not exist within the definition of normal. I now understand that physicality is only a fraction of 
identity, and other people have parts of their identity they’re uncomfortable with. I recognize that 
everyone exists within their own unruliness. 
Although my work references my body, I do not ask others to experience my work as me. 
I ask others to reflect what they see back onto themselves by considering my material choices, 
what they recognize before them, and how they perceive physicality. I hurt for my own reasons, 
like others hurt for their own. Through my work, I consider the experience of losing my sense of 
value and the experience of weeping.  I consider what it's like to keep others at bay for fear of 
 
1 “Normal.” Merriam-Webster. www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/normal 




objectification—rejection. I consider how it is okay to feel on top of the world some days and the 
world’s dumping ground on other days. Through subject matter, material, and installation 
decisions, my work considers what it’s like to walk this fine line, put vulnerabilities out there for 
others to see, and accept the unruliness we all exist with. 
 
References 
Psychologist E. Higgins presents a theory of how different types of discrepancies 
between self-state representations are related to different kinds of emotional vulnerabilities. One 
domain of the self (actual; ideal; ought) and one standpoint on the self (own; significant other) 
constitute each type of self-state representation. It is proposed that different types of self-
discrepancies represent different types of negative psychological situations that are associated 
with different kinds of discomfort.3 Higgins breaks down how we view ourselves and how we 
think others view us based on previous events or experiences.  
There is a. the actual-self, which is your representation of the attributes that someone, 
yourself or another, believes you actually possess; b. the ideal-self, which is your representation 
of the attributes that someone, yourself or another, would like you, ideally, to possess (a 
representation of someone's hopes, aspirations, or wishes for you); and c. the ought-self, which is 
your representation of the attributes that someone, yourself or another, believes you should or 
ought to possess (a representation of someone's sense of your duty, obligations, or 
responsibilities).4 The actual-self is how you or others actually view you. The ideal-self is how 
you or others wish you were. The ought-self is how you think others view you. I draw inspiration 
from notions of the actual-self by relating what I actually am to the-ought self, what others, and 
 
3 Higgins, E. Tory. Self-Discrepancy: A Theory Relating Self and Affect. www.doi.org 
4 Higgins, E. Tory. Self-Discrepancy: A Theory Relating Self and Affect. www.doi.org 
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sometimes my own thoughts, obligate me to try to be. In my studio practice, this theory 
influences how I determine visual content within my work. Through photography, video, and 
body casts I take off of myself, I alter my body into forms that are referential of my body but are 
misplaced and not fully recognizable. This serves as an attempt to obscure perception of what 
others believe my body should look like.  
I think about these theories and how they relate to the physical body. I think about how in 
the West, we exist in a culture of a negative collective ‘knowingness’ about fatness.5 In our 
culture it is taught that being fat is bad. It is aesthetically unacceptable and deemed unattractive; 
this being something I consider and combat aesthetically in my work by emphasizing my body’s 
natural curvature, smoothness of skin, and subtle body movement. It is assumed that fat people 
are less motivated, depressed, unhealthy, and more likely to commit suicide. According to recent 
studies, evidence is conflicting as to whether body mass index, BMI, is associated with mental 
health, and, if so, to what extent it varies by sex and age. Despite this, it is interesting that 
overall, over-weight participants had better mental-health than the normal-weight group.6  It is 
apparent that a baseline has been set in regards to what a person should look like, act like, and 
weigh.         
According to the baseline, the Body Mass Index, it is known that if your BMI is 18.5 to 
25, it falls within the normal range.7 Anything above is considered overweight or obese. 
However, the calculations for the BMI do not consider ethnicity, genetics, hormone levels, or 
other common factors that affect an individual’s BMI. Originally, weight tables that inspired the 
 
5 Murray, Samantha. (Un/Be)Coming Out? Rethinking Fat Politics. www.doi.org  
6 Ul-Haq, Z D F Mackay, E. Penwick, and J P Pell. Association between Body Mass Index and 
Mental Health among Scottish Adult Population: a Cross-Sectional Study of 37,272 
Participants. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov  




concept of the Body Mass Index were not introduced by national or international health 
organizations, but by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in 1942-43. They collected data 
from their policyholders from 1911 to 1935 and classified them into categories by sex, height, 
and weight…they divided the studied population further into three types of body frames: small, 
medium, and large. From the perspective of insurance, the ‘bad weight’ was considered to be 20-
25%, with morbid obesity at 70-100% above the ‘ideal’ weight for a given frame. The tables 
were a representation of the longevity of American population, but gave little information about 
trend and causes of mortality. It wasn’t until 1995, after various charts and data had been 
released, that the concept of the BMI was further developed and finally combined for not just 
both sexes but also age groups where ‘healthy’ weight was defined. It was only until relatively 
recently, 2010, that all Federal Agencies have made the transition to define overweight and 
obesity as a BMI consistent with recommendations in current editions of Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans, a report that contains nutritional and dietary information and guidelines for the 
general public.8 There is still no ideal way to calculate the BMI of children. Considering that this 
information is still relatively new, and the World Health Organization admits that there is still 
not an ideal way to include multiple factors into BMI calculations, I claim the knowingness 
about fatness in society is flawed. Considering every person is different in various ways, it is 
impossible to define what every individual ought to look like or weigh by distilling them down 
with a mathematical equation. By acknowledging these systematic flaws, I question what is 
known and unknown in relation to my body. I reconsider what I think I know about the physical 
properties of my body through my chosen materials. By questioning the purpose of a material 
and the purpose of selected bodily components, I am able to rethink their abilities through new 
 
8 Komaroff, Marina. For Researchers on Obesity: Historical Review of Extra Body Weight 
Definition. www.doi.org  
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ways in which they can be manipulated. I think of potential rather than failure. 
The idea of viewing my body as a place for potential was influenced by the 2012, Body 
Image Movement. The Body Image Movement was founded on the belief that your body is not 
an ornament, considers that everyone has the right to love and embrace their body, regardless of 
shape, size, ethnicity, or ability, and explores the serious issue of body loathing.9 This movement 
acknowledges physical insecurity and objectification, paralleling ideas I consider within my art 
practice. My research into this movement aided in the realization of how I associated value with 
physical appearance. Previous experiences left me under the impression that my physicality 
retracted from my sense of worth and humanity. Existing as physically too much resulted in a 
sense of identifying as invaluable and viewed as object rather than human. In the discovery of 
how I assign value and reasoning for utilizing my body as subject matter, I drew connections 
between my art practice and British, contemporary artist Marc Quinn’s.  
Quinn’s practice often discusses what it is to be a person living in the world, and what 
identity and beauty mean and why people are compelled to transform theirs.10  His practice 
makes me think about the futility in trying to attain perfection and how we both combat this by 
utilizing our bodies as source material. Similar to my reasoning, Quinn prefers to use his own 
body as a primary source, as it is free from the association of implied relationships: ‘the self is 
what one knows best and least at the same time…casting the body gives on an opportunity to see 
the self.11 Quinn’s reasoning for casting his body is similar to my reasons for casting my own. 
The idea of viewing oneself outside of oneself allows me to see what others see when they are 
looking at me. I am able to distance myself from what I think I know about my body and analyze 
 
9 Embrace. Body Image Movement. www.bodyimagemovement.com  
10 Biography. Marc Quinn. www.marcquinn.com  
11 Tate. Marc Quinn Born 1964. www.tate.org  
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what is visible. These actions lead to questioning normality and abnormality and their connection 
to perfection and imperfection through visual dialogue. Through this transformation, I am able to 
consider how my body does not solely serves as an object—a vessel for containment. My work 
speaks to desires to reconsider identity and determine value in a similar way to Quinn. I am able 
to explore new means of determining value by utilizing alternative materials like honey. 
Considering these ideas, I refer to his work At Last I’m Perfect.  
The work depicts a 1.2 carat yellow diamond that has been made with carbon compressed 
from Quinn’s body hair. The work speaks to transformation of identity through bodily content 
via synthetic diamond production processes. I wonder about the amount of time and pressure it 
takes to create a synthetic diamond, and how this process alludes to 
desires for change of one’s appearance. I think about the trade off of 
sacrificing self-worth in attempts to gain physical perfection, and ask this: 
Which is more valuable? Your original identity, or the one that others 
attempt to assign you? In all of my works, I relate this line of thinking to 
how I determine value and a reason for using honey in specific works. 
Honey was once seen as something only Pharaohs could attain. It was viewed as sacred 
and only the wealthiest individuals could be embalmed with it after death. It was seen as a 
valuable source of sustenance and held religious significance. In the Bible, Moses is destined to 
lead the Israelites unto a land flowing with milk and honey.12 It provided hope for people who 
were coming out of a dark place— a place where they would no longer suffer or starve. 
However, in modern society it is seen as less valuable. It is no longer the sole sweetening agent. 
There are now synthetic sugar substitutes, including synthetic honey products. It is no longer the 
 
12 BibleGateway. Exodus 3:8 KJV. www.biblegateway.com  
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valuable source of sustenance used to nourish our bodies like it once was. Due to its historical 
context, I use honey in an attempt to speak to loss of authenticity, identity, and acts of denial. 
After identifying its conceptual weight within my practice, I initiated research towards technical 
processes that would enable me to utilize honey within my sculptural work. To ground how I 
would accomplish this technically, I looked towards Emily Endo's practice for insight.  
Endo utilizes hollow-core glass casting methods to create hollow sculpture. By creating 
two-part molds, one part that serves as an outer shell while the second serves as a hovering plug, 
glass is able to flow into and fill the narrow void between the two mold components at casting 
temperature. This results in hollow sculpture that is approximately one inch thick rather than 
solid. I look to Endo's practice because of how she utilizes the voids in her work. The voids serve 
as a pathway between the interior and exterior of her sculpture. Drilled holes and her use of 
pumps allow recycled water to infinitely flow through her work. By studying Endo’s technical 
practice to establish my own, I am able to create sculpture that serves as vessels referential of 
body. While I utilize voids in my sculpture as vessels for containment and acts of slow release, 
Endo uses voids to generate pathways that speak towards natural, infinite cycles. This technical 
exploration culminated in my works Hush and Reject. In these works honey is wept out of body; 
the vessel it used to nourish and provide life for. It desires to exist within the body I provide, but 
is denied that comfort. It is wanted, but disposed of. It pools and expands, creating distance 
between others and a body that has been judged through gaze. 
My exploration of honey and hollow-core casting processes resulted in the discovery of 
how I implement the idea of gaze within my practice. By allowing honey to form a barrier 
between an individual and sculpture, I enforce a sense a denial. The ability to view the work up 
close is entertained for a limited amount of time until the pool expands and forces distance 
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between the gazed (the work) and the gazer. After drawing this connection, I realized I create 
distance within my photography and video work by manipulating my flesh to obscure 
recognizable body features. These actions are similar to how I obscure features in the formation 
of my sculptural work via wax working and kiln casting processes. These discoveries led to 
further research into how I ground gaze as a focus within my practice. Questioning what type of 
gaze my work speaks towards led me to look to feminist poet and theorist Audre Lorde. 
Often self-described as a black, lesbian, mother, warrior, poet, Lorde speaks towards 
traits that define her as other.13 She considers gaze and objectification associated with her 
identifying as female, black, and lesbian. Lorde speaks towards her otherness through a similar 
lens in which I approach my practice. Even though there are differences in how we identify, we 
both encourage a celebration of the differences that society instead uses as tools of isolation.14 
There is desire to embrace differences within individuals in hopes of generating an inclusive 
environment. We both consider that society’s desire for normalcy results in objectification and 
the rejection of queerness. Lorde combats society's limiting definition of queer in a similar way I 
combat its limiting definition of fatness. I think about how my practice can be viewed through a 
queer gaze by how I emphasize ideas that are differing in some way from what is usual or 
normal, sometimes disparaging and offensive, and unconventional in relation to my fat body and 
technical art practice.15 Instead of focusing on society’s common and limited definition of 
queerness as only relating to sexual, or being characterized by sexual or romantic attraction to 
one’s own sex, I speak towards queerness as encompassing different ways in which we 
identity.16 I think about how people are similar yet different in their own way. I then question 
 
13 Audre Lorde. Poetry Foundation. www.poetryfoundation.org  
14 Audre Lorde. Poetry Foundation. www.portryfoundation.org  
15 “Queer.” Merriam-Webster. www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/queer  
16 “Queer.” Merriam-Webster. www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/queer  
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how society determines what is normal since we are all, in fact, different. My practice considers 
differences amongst many rather than differences that attempt to classify people into one group. 
Through this research, I am able to connect my practice to contemporary photographer Catherine 
Opie’s.  
Opie has influenced the way I question what is considered normal, and how I relate the 
concept of normal versus abnormal back to my work. Her practice exposes the push and pull of 
how we determine who and what is normal based on our cultural associations, which is 
something I explore within my own practice. Opie’s practice is known for mixing traditional 
photography with less traditional subjects.17 She accomplishes this in her landscape works by 
documenting empty streets of normally occupied cities, such as Los Angeles. Through content 
and cultural associations related to iconic landscape, Opie creates distance between her viewer 
and work by questioning what we think we know about a well-known location. I explore this 
idea through a different, yet sister avenue. In my photographic works, Sweet Release and Prod, I 
render features of my body as familiar but implacable, and am able to alter perception of how 
others identify me through physical means. Through this, I implement a sense of denial and 
desire that Opie similarly creates within her portrait photography. Often turning to the lesbian 
community for her subjects, Opie depicts the complexity of the fluidity of gender through her 
queerness.18 In doing so, she questions social norms and historical norms of studio photography. 
By having select subjects address the camera, Opie confronts rather than averts the objectifying 
gaze of her viewer. I turn to one of her many iconic works, Pervert, as reference. 
 In this work, Opie is seen seated with an S&M leather mask covering her face while 
 
17Marcel Duchamp’s Rotoreliefs. Guggenheim. www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/catherine-
opie  




displaying the word, Pervert, carved into her chest. This work speaks to 
unruliness through the lens of her queerness. When speaking about this 
work, she states she made the piece out of a reaction to all of the sudden 
‘gays and lesbians’ bringing on the ‘normal’ dialogue and wanted to 
push the boundaries a little bit here about what you guys think normal 
is.19 It is notable that her body is not reconciled as normal. She is fat and 
exists in a body that has bourn children. In overview of her artistic practice, I recognize that we 
both exist within bodies that are fat and considered unruly in various ways. Although she 
identifies with a different sexual preference than I do, we still both speak towards the fallout of 
society’s limiting definition of the word queer. This is something we both depict in our 
photography. I deny viewers of my identity by only providing intimate renderings of bodily 
features, while Opie embraces the entirety of the body while obscuring specificity in the same 
way I do. Instead of identifying differences, her work addresses normalcy and identifies 
similarities across masses rather than in one grouping of people. It is for these reasons that her 
practice influences my own.  
A lot of inspiration for my sculptural processes, aesthetic, and performance video work 
comes from Doreen Garner. Garner’s practice examines links between clinical and medical 
repulsions alongside sensual and sexual fascinations and confronts viewers, challenging them to 
consider their complacency in systems of objectification, racism, false narratives, and historical 
omissions in relation to the black, female body.20 Garner’s work discusses the idea of an unruly 
body in a different context. She comments on the historical unruliness of the black, female body. 
I am influenced by the way she walks a thin line between repulsion and fascination. For her, 
 
19 Catherine Opie. www.artnet.com/artists/catherine-opie  
20 “Doreen Garner Sculpts Our Trauma.” Art21. www.art21.org  
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much like it is for myself, it’s not about creating gruesome work. It’s about creating subtle 
nuance where you don’t completely know how to feel. And maybe that’s what stays with you.21 
Through material choice, video, and hollow core kiln casting processes, my work references 
bodily actions associated with strength and malleability. By creating work that reads as 
disembodied and misplaced, I explore sentiments of uneasiness, curiosity, and fascination. In my 
works Reject and Hush, I align this aspect of my making process back to Garner's aesthetic as 
means of inspiration. We both render disembodied sections of figures and utilize alternative 
materials to emulate internal and external bodily characteristics and actions. My work, Test the 
Barrier, does this by using stretched nylon fabric as a translucent, skin like membrane. The 
membrane serves to contain the forces I enact upon it, obscuring facial features in the process.  I 
use latex, honey, and nylon fabric to consider malleability of flesh and skin while Garner uses 
sausage casings, hair, petroleum jelly and other materials to serve as substitutes for skin, flesh 
and body organs. Our processes consider interior and exterior components of the body as a 
gateway for visual dialogue. Much like glass serves to contain valuable contents in its utilitarian 
use, membranes serve to contain and protect valuable bodily mass. Both protective membrane 
and bodily mass underneath are ever changing. I think about how both of our practices parallel 
glass to the human body by challenging common understandings of containers and by using glass 
as a passageway between gazer and the gazed. I often reference Garner’s durational performance 
work, The Observatory, for specificity within my studio practice.  
This work depicts Garner cramped in a transparent box as a specimen among contents of 
stuffed condoms, glitter, hair, petroleum jelly, and other materials. She remains in the box for an 
hour as her audience peers inside. When viewing this work, I acknowledge that both of our 
 
21 “Doreen Garner Sculpts Our Trauma.” Art21. www.art21.org  
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processes consider internal and external ability. In this performance, she considered ideas of 
containers in two ways—the container that holds her as viewable content, and her as content who 
views the outside world. The transparency of the glass box allows others to view her through an 
objectifying lens. In contrast, the performer uses her gaze to penetrate through four glass panels 
into the soul of the viewer.22 This creates a duality between performer and viewer by rendering 
her gaze as active rather than passive. She disrupts, probes, and confuses the power dynamic that 
exists as “subject” and “viewer.”23 By rendering the use of the 
transparent glass container as a passageway, Garner challenges the use 
of glass containers through performance. Although stemming from a 
different avenue, I challenge the use of the glass container in a similar 
way through my intentional weeping sculpture and the malleable screen 
in my performance work. While Garner’s work stems from historical, 
medically based objectification of the female black body, I still associate my sense of otherness 
to hers through a sister avenue. We both speak to historically unruly bodies through the lens of 
physicality and the gaze. Hers is in relation to race while mine is in relation to fatness and girth. 
My practice takes this research into consideration and relates how these theories, art 
influences, and facts affect, contribute, and illuminate my work. My work addresses an attempt 
to differentiate the actual self from the ought self. I consider how these notions associated with 
weight cause emotional vulnerabilities that turn into insecurities by way of repetitive experience, 
gaze, and objectification. I attempt to distill these ideas through visual means as a way to 
understand these phenomena.  
 
22 Doreen Garner. Understanding the Perverse: Penetration. Hyperopia Projects Archive. 
www.hyperopiaprojects.com  





My practice investigates curiosities of identity and failure under two umbrellas; work that 
engages the body through photography and video, and work that emulates the body through 
sculpture. By exploring my ideas through these processes, I am able to reconsider what I think I 
know and question ways in which identity can crossover between being active and passive. All 
works are abstracted, disembodied sections of the human form. This allows the content of each 
work to be recognizable but implacable, much like we are able to recognize discomforts but not 
fully place what we perceive and why we respond the way we do. Two of my works, Hush and 
Reject, remain unfinished and I was unable to have a physical exhibition due to the Coronavirus 
Pandemic. 
Work that Engages the Body 
At the end of my first year of graduate school I was grasping to find a relationship 
between my body and glass. I was naive as to why I was using glass as a material within my 
practice. I was aware of my interest with its physical properties, but I was unaware of why I was 
attempting to relate it to the human body. It was not until half way through my final year of 
graduate school that I had an epiphany as to why glass was essential to my practice.    
 Discussing similarities between glass, body, and honey initially began with Sweet 
Release. This work speaks to interiority and exteriority of identity, a theme that strings a thread 
through my practice. I desired to squeeze my body the way I desired to squeeze glass. I wanted 
to squeeze glass in a way that would forever be remembered and capture that moment of the 
sticky ooze seeping between my constricting, rigid fingers. There was a desire to grasp 
something ungraspable because of bodily limitation. Reflecting back, I was interested in the 
softness, susceptibility, and disallowance of molten glass and how these qualities parallel human 
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flesh. My series of photographs, Sweet Release, was an attempt to capture moments of fleshy 
ooze, susceptibility of the body, and acts of cleansing through recognizable yet abstracted human 
forms. 
  Sweet Release depicts a series of four photographs aligned in one reel. Each section 
illustrates bodily exploration and references parts of my body I deem undesirable and invaluable. 
This work exists as a reel in an attempt to tell a narrative depicting acts of cleansing. In the 
ideation of this work, I desired to manipulate my body in a similar way I desired to manipulate 
glass in its amorphous state. There was a desire to treat this material with the same hostility I 
treated my own body. My body and glass are similar in the sense that they are both susceptible to 
internal and external forces (some physical, some metaphorical) and they both possess qualities 
of ooze. I found these qualities fascinating, but uncomfortable. I ached to change the things I 
couldn’t. 
   
Considering molten glass would char my skin, I decided to use an alternative material: 
honey. Initially, I used honey because I saw it as a material substitute for a substance I couldn’t 
touch. I saw honey as glass that was able to leave my body unscathed. It has a similar viscosity 
to molten glass. It has an array of golden and amber coloration similar to glass through its 
multiple heat phases. Glass was hostile towards me like I was hostile towards it. I identified that 
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I religiously devalued glass like I devalued myself. Within this realization, I began drawing on 
the historical and religious value of honey as a new way to view this work. Instead of using the 
material through a detrimental lens, I attempted to use it in an act of cleansing.   
 I bathed myself in honey; squeezing, and pulling at sections of my body I detested the 
most. Welcoming the idea of bodily ooze and honey’s oozy quality served as a means to accept 
my weight rather than object to its presence. The photographs reference the most common ways I 
interact with the sections of my body I am uncomfortable with when in private. They live as 
specific, intimately detailed moments of these actions. Although not fully realized at the time, 
the way I associated value in this work resonated within other pieces. 
 In my exploration of body manipulation, I noticed that my skin is what held everything in 
place. It is the barrier that exists between acts of seeing and my internal structure. It is elastic, but 
delicate. It is the body’s largest organ and is responsible for protecting our inner contents from 
outside elements. I was intrigued how this fragile thing serves as a protective barrier for the 
body. I was fascinated that it serves to protect, contain, and hide the fat cells that are the bane of 
my existence. 
 I began to play with materials that I thought were like skin. My research began with 
power mesh, a material utilized by gymnasts because of its skin-toned appearance and stretchy, 
durable properties. I was fascinated with this material because of its durability. Even when 
stretched to its limits, the material held strong resistance to tearing. However, I realized the 
material was too durable. Even though skin holds the inner contents of our bodies it is still 
fragile. Skin tears. Cuts, scratches, and bruises are often unavoidable. I also noticed the weave of 
the material was distracting. Close up, the composition of the weave in the fabric seemed 
unconvincing as skin. This material I was testing did not allow me to express an accurate level of 
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susceptibility, so I left it behind.  
 Still fascinated with the potential of elasticity, I turned to panty-hose as my next muse. I 
was intrigued with the material’s purpose: to mask one’s skin imperfections on the lower body. I 
thought of how panty hose were specifically designed to make parts of the body appear 
unblemished while retaining its skin-like appearance: to smooth things out. I soon realized that 
the scale of the panty hose did not provide the accurate canvas I desired.  Acknowledging that 
this was a material I wanted to explore more in depth, I set out to find a larger piece of the fabric. 
This is where I happened upon a discovery that fed into to my performance video work: the sex 
cocoon. 
 A sex cocoon is made of the same nylon fibers as panty hose and has similar skin toned 
qualities. Unlike panty hose, the sex cocoon provided a much larger piece of material to work 
with. It is a giant pod that is designed to completely stretch over and encase the human body. 
Designed for sexual fantasies, this object considers the desire of human connection by denying it 
in a subtle, yet powerful way; to not be able to fully grasp something you desire. It serves to 
protect, yet titillate something you cannot have. I began thinking about ways in which Opie’s 
practice considers some of these things and drew inspiration. I identified that we both speak to 
this through different ways in which we consider denial. I noticed that there is a desire in both of 
our practices to reveal our identities, but there is some sort of physical and metaphorical barrier. 
While Opie speaks to a barrier enforced by society relating to her queerness via sexual 
preference, I speak to this barrier in how society perceives my fatness. These considerations 
influenced my performance video work, Test the Barrier.  
 Test the Barrier utilizes a sex cocoon as an activated material. The material was stretched 
across a fabricated frame, just taught enough to allow resistance when pressed. Honey was added 
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to the material to allow for tack and a wet aesthetic. I took Garner's performance practice into 
consideration. I think about how the tempos of her performances begin slow, gradually reach a 
climax, and conclude by depicting the aftermath 
of the performance as a point of interest. The 
concept of displaying what is remembered as a 
way to highlight what will never be forgotten is 
a conceptual weight we both explore. These 
ideas are something I try to implement within 
my own performances. My work is interested in 
obscuring identity by providing recognizable but not quite placeable elements of the body. I 
allowed my body to be masked by the material, only allowing my facial features to be 
recognizable at designated times. By pressing my face against the material through various 
tempos, I was able to obscure my facial features and render my identity as active rather than 
passive. The performance was an act of continuously changing in both subtle and dramatic ways. 
It presents a sense of being ever-changing. Vibrations emulate across the canvas as my face 
completely retracts from the material. Reminiscent of bodily jiggle, such as when I walk, this 
observation later fed into future works. Stretch marks are apparent and reminiscent of the actions 
that have previously taken place. The desire to change who I am and acts of remembrance are 
curiosities that fueled this work. In this exploration, I am able to acknowledge that my flesh and 
my skin, a barrier that serves to hide and contain, is ever changing. Attempts of hiding an ever-
changing body are futile.  
 After Test the Barrier, I began thinking about different ways bodies can be manipulated 
and how I could alter my perception of my body rather than change it in its entirety. I asked 
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myself: What body part have I always desired to change the most? What parts of my body are the 
most unruly? I thought about my stomach that would create a muffin top over my jeans. I 
thought about how it jiggles when I walk and how my attempts to contain it seemed useless. This 
was something I wished I could change by any means necessary. These thoughts fed into my 
work, Prod. 
 
My photographic work, Prod depicts pointed, flame-worked glass rods as manipulation 
tools for my stomach. The two rods are pressed into my flesh about one and half inches to each 
side of my belly button, creating two new orifices that obscure the geography of my body. The 
pointed rods almost disappear in the background of the image while the new holes remain 
prominent in the foreground, creating a conversation between the known and the unknown. This 
work exists as a photograph to document a moment in time of uncertainty of a recognizable, but 
implacable thing. Through this, I try to obscure perception of my body and how others expect my 
body to conform to normalcy. The photograph seeks to consider the content of the work as a 
curiosity rather than an object.	My work considers interiority and exteriority of the body in a 
physical and psychological sense. Although I half expected the rods to break in my flesh due to 
the amount of pressure I was placing on them, they managed to survive the tension. My interior 
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contents were still protected from outside elements. I was not able to fully alter my body, but I 
was able to create something new with the body I have. I could think of its abilities in a different 
way. Through this action, I was able to view my body’s susceptibility as a gateway for 
acceptance rather than self-loathing. I saw my body's fleshy ooze as potential to generate a 
conversation of wonder and curiosity rather than disgust.  
  This work was an exploration to see what my body was capable of producing 
conversationally on its own through different means of alteration. It tested my flesh’s ability and 
susceptibility of change. Although I still did not fully understand why I was adamant on utilizing 
honey in other works, in this instance I found honey would not add to this conversation. Honey 
was used in Sweet Release to explore notions of cleansing and self-worth. Prod speaks towards a 
different, yet sister conversation of altered perception and potential.   
 Prod was a critical stepping-stone for my next work, Hush. After realizing how my body 
physically existed within space, I was able to focus on sculpture. I knew how my body moved 
when in action and how it rested when there was lack of movement. The next step was to 
emulate my body in a way that would depict these moments and remember these bodily 
memories. 
Work that Emulates the Body 
  Hollow core casting is a kiln-based method for creating glass sculpture that is not solid, 
but has a void in the center. Although this method is often used to create a visual void in 
transparent glass sculpture for optical effects, I desired to utilize this method for a different 
purpose: to store honey that could be secreted over time.  
 The process of creating hollow glass sculpture informed a lot of my inspiration for the 
work itself. It involves tedious hours in a kiln shop setting; hours creating waxes, hours building 
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molds, hours of steaming out waxes. I think about all of the time I spend creating other less time 
sensitive works, like video and photography, while waiting to produce a void that needs to be 
filled again; this time with glass. Considering the high failure rate of casting, this would only 
happen if I was lucky and there were not any failures. There were plenty of failures. When 
castings fail, I view them in the same way I now view myself. I disregard what I desire them to 
exist as and alter my perception to explore what they are capable of. I search for their potential 
rather than dwell on their wrongness. After all, failing is something I remain good at.  
 I think a lot about how the act of filling void after void for the same piece was 
reminiscent of how I fill other voids. I think about the different ways in which I tried to fill my 
own emotional voids and different exercises I would do to try and assign myself some amount of 
worth. I lived under the impression that self-worth was something that could be measured. It 
seemed impossible because I had an emotional void that could never remain full. I wanted to 
create something that constantly wept in silence, much like how I had silently done for years. I 
thought about how futile and sticky it all seemed, and how honey spoke towards my loss of self-
worth. 
 Hush was the project that helped me ground another way I was using honey in my 
practice. After researching the history of honey and recognizing its historical value, I was able to 
relate the material to my reasoning for utilizing it. I was fascinated that its physical properties 
paralleled emotional conversations I was attempting to have. Its sticky properties travel when 
touched, much like emotional encounters and memories travel. It's something that stays with 
you; sweet tasting and naturally enticing. I thought about desire for sweetness. It's something 
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rich that you want inside of your body, but you shouldn’t have too 
much of. It’s something you should keep distance from. I thought 
about how these qualities related to the physical body and the desire 
to be wanted and touched. In Hush, I explore this sense of desire in a 
new way through wall display. By having sculpture live on a wall, 
artwork that is traditionally viewed in the round, I shift expectations 
of my audience and implement a sense of denial. I take the history of 
gallery etiquette into account, and how, traditionally, artwork is meant to be viewed from a 
distance and not interacted with via touch.  
 Hush is composed of glass that references my skin color. I wanted to use a glass that was 
similar to my skin tone, as I wanted to reference something that was familiar but not solely 
tailored to me. While the outermost portions of the piece are glass, the hollowed-out center of the 
piece encases a body-safe silicone that has been pigmented to match the glass’s tonal qualities. 
While initially appearing cohesive, the hard and flexible materials juxtapose one another. I 
wanted to allow the viewer to make a connection between the heft of the solid material, softness 
of the flexible material, and how this speaks to composition of the body. When hung on the wall 
the soft silicone hangs out of the harder shell. Honey is concealed in the central void. The weight 
of the honey forms a pudge in the silicone that slightly hangs over the edges of the harder 
material, giving it a muffin top effect. Honey is excreted from hidden areas in the work, dripping 
down the wall and on to the floor below. It pools and expands in different directions as the mass 
increases over time. The muffin top reduces. In this work, I render my sculpture as an active, 
living organism rather than a passive object. I take Quinn’s beliefs about beauty into account for 
this work and how I view translation of identity and perception. I think about how we both utilize 
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our bodies as translation tools because, ultimately, it is the thing we know best. We both take 
parts of ourselves and alter them to form something new. His practice helped me think about 
how we can physically change over time, but we ultimately remain the same. 
 Reject, is the final inclusion in my thesis body of work. I wanted to explore dualities of 
identity and the desire to be seen and unseen simultaneously. After Hush, I wanted to consider 
how bodies take up space in the world around them 
physically and metaphorically. The double-bellied piece 
sits in the corner of a room on a wooden stool, almost 
unnoticed when one first enters the room. Upon 
recognition, the viewer can only access one stomach 
while the other stomach faces the wall. I consider the 
dunce format of isolation critical to this work. In my 
installation decisions, I think about the desire to go 
unnoticed and the denial of that desire because of physical presence. In this work, I explore how 
others notice my existence because of my physicality and the futility in my attempts to hide my 
appearance. As the work sits on its stool, honey slowly drips from the disembodied object. Over 
time, a barrier of honey further separates the viewer from the object. Much like in Garner’s 
practice, there is a duality between viewer and object. I think about how we both consider 
elements of interiority and exteriority within our studio practice physically and metaphorically. 
The object desires to be noticed, but not in its entirety. The viewer desires to observe but is 
denied full access and, as time passes, almost any access at all.  
There are parts of identity that long for connection while others are concealed either 
consciously or subconsciously. These insecurities can evolve and create potential barriers that 
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keep others at comfortably perceived distances. Through my making process, these works serve 
as visual discoveries and new understanding of failure, denial, acceptance, and potential. 
 
Conclusion 
 My thesis work served as a platform to recognize my desires for my practice and personal 
identity. Admittedly, I realize my initial attempts to communicate my intentions behind my work 
were ill understood by myself. I wasn’t quite sure what questions were prompting my work. I 
didn’t know what the work desired to do. However, I recognize that acts of making unearthed 
curiosities of how I identify myself and viewing failure as means of understanding.  
 Reflecting back, my graduate experience served as a means to identify myself and 
redefine who I am as a person and artist. Coming into this program, I was unaware of emotional 
damage I associated with past experiences and how this reflected in my earlier practice. I was a 
maker who focused on pain inflicted by others and was unaware of the pain I was inflicting upon 
myself. Through research, technical failure, self-reflection, and photographic and video process, 
my journey in navigating this experience and Thesis Dissertation has reshaped my making 
process to stem from a place of discovery and curiosity rather than assertiveness and self-
loathing.  As someone who verbally conceals my thoughts about personal conflict and insecurity, 
my making process serves as a way to identify potential and self-worth through visual dialogue. 
Whether technical or conceptual, I view failure as an avenue for understanding and parallel this 
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